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COUNTING SHEAVES ON CALABI-YAU AND ABELIAN THREEFOLDS
MARTIN G. GULBRANDSEN
Abstract. We survey the foundations for Donaldson–Thomas invariants for sta-
ble sheaves on algebraic threefolds with trivial canonical bundle, with emphasis
on the case of abelian threefolds.
Let X be a Calabi–Yau threefold, in the weak sense that the canonical sheaf ωX
is trivial. The aim of Donaldson–Thomas theory is to make sense of “counting”
the number of stable sheaves on X.
This text consists of two parts: in the first part, Section 1, we give an informal
and somewhat simplified introduction to the foundations for Donaldson–Thomas
invariants, following Behrend–Fantechi [2, 3], Li–Tian [12], Siebert [17], Thomas
[19], Huybrechts–Thomas [7], Behrend [1], and Joyce–Song [8]. We put some em-
phasis on the possibility of having nontrivial H1(OX ), so that line bundles may
deform, as we have the abelian situation in mind: in the second part, Section 2,
we discuss recent work by the author [5], where we modify the standard setup
surveyed in the first part, to obtain nontrivial Donaldson–Thomas invariants for
abelian threefolds X.
1. Virtual counts
We work over C for simplicity. Fix a polarization H on the Calabi–Yau three-
fold X, and let M denote the Simpson moduli space [18, 6] of H-stable coherent
sheaves on X, with fixed Chern character ch ∈
⊕
p
H2p(X,Q). We assume that M
is compact, for instance by choosing the Chern classes such that strictly semistable
sheaves are excluded for numerical reasons. For simplicity we shall also assume
that there is a universal family, denoted F , on X ×M .
The virtual dimension is the guess at dimM one obtains from deformation the-
ory; at any point p ∈M it is
dvir = dimExt1(Fp ,Fp)︸         ︷︷         ︸
tangents
−dimExt2(Fp ,Fp)︸         ︷︷         ︸
obstructions
= 0
by Serre duality. Our aim is to “countM”, even if the prediction fails, so thatM has
positive dimension. The number arrived at is the Donaldson–Thomas invariant
DT(M).
1.1. Deformation invariance. Here is a thought model: if M fails to be finite,
suppose we can deform X to a new Calabi-Yau threefold X ′ such that the corre-
sponding moduli space M ′ of sheaves on X ′ is finite. Then we want to declare
that M should have had the same number of points as M ′, but for some reason
M came out oversized. So we define the virtual count DT(M) as the number of
points in M ′. Of course we ask whether this count is independent of the chosen
deformation and, if it is, whether it can be phrased intrinsically onM . The answer
is affirmative, and this intrinsically defined invariant is the Donaldson–Thomas
invariant.
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This presentation is misleading in that we rarely can find a finite M ′, but it
motivates the following demands: the virtual count should be such that
• ifM is a finite and reduced, then DT(M) is its number of points
• DT(Mt) is constant in (smooth) families Xt .
Note that the topological Euler characteristic does specialize to the number of
points whenM is finite and reduced, but it is certainly not invariant under defor-
mation of X. We return to Euler characteristics in Section 1.4.
1.2. Virtual fundamental class. The Donaldson–Thomas invariant is defined as
the degree of the virtual fundamental class [M]vir, which is a Chow class on M of
dimension dvir = 0. It is in some sense a characteristic class attached to an obstruc-
tion theory on M . The same construction underlies Gromov–Witten invariants,
where M is instead a moduli space for stable maps (whose virtual fundamental
class has positive dimension). This machinery was first developed by Li–Tian [12];
our presentation follows Behrend–Fantechi [2], and is also influenced by Siebert
[17].
Here is a toy model (cf. [19, Section 3]), which serves as a guide for the actual
construction. Suppose the moduli space comes out naturally as the zero locus
M = Z(s) of a section s ∈ Γ(V ,E) of a vector bundle on a smooth variety V . Then
the expected dimension ofM is
dvir = dimV − rkE
and if this is indeed the dimension ofM , then its fundamental class is ctop(E). But
in any case, there is the localized top Chern class Z(s) [4, Section 14.1], which is a
degree dvir class in the Chow group ofM . This should be our [M]vir.
The section s embeds M into E; recall that deformation to the normal cone in
this context [4, Remark 5.1.1] says that as λ → ∞, the locus λs(M) ⊂ E becomes
the normal cone CM/V ⊂ E|M . The localized top Chern class Z(s) is the (refined)
intersection of CM/V with the zero section of E|M . Thus we can forget about V : all
we need to be able to write down our toy virtual fundamental class [M]vir = Z(s)
is a cone (CM/V ) in a vector bundle (E|M ) onM . It turns out that the normal cone
CM/V , or at least an essential part of it, is in some sense intrinsic toM , whereas an
embedding into a vector bundle is a (perfect) obstruction theory onM .
Now return to the actual moduli spaceM : choose an embedding M ⊂ V into a
smooth variety V (ourM is projective, so we may take V = Pn). Let I ⊂ OV be the
ideal of the embedding. The natural map
(1.1) LM : I /I
2 → ΩV |M ,
considered as a complex with objects in degrees −1 and 0, is the truncated cotan-
gent complex forM . We define
TV = SpecSymΩV ,
NM/V = SpecSymI /I
2,
CM/V = Spec
⊕
I d /I d+1
(the first two are vector space fibrations, with possibly varying fibre dimensions,
and the last one is a cone fibration) so (1.1) gives a map
(1.2) TV |M →NM/V
and there is an embedding CM/V ⊆ NM/V . Now Behrend–Fantechi define stack
quotients
NM = [NM/V / TV |M ], CM = [CM/V / TV |M ]
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and prove that they are independent of V . They are the intrinsic normal space
and intrinsic normal cone. The reader not comfortable with stacks can safely view
NM as the map (1.2) between vector space fibrations, modulo some equivalence
relation, and similarly for CM (this viewpoint is carried further by Siebert [17]).
But it is also useful for intuition to think of them as somewhat weird vector space
and cone fibrations over M . For instance, the fibre of NM over a smooth point
p ∈M is the trivial vector space together with the stabilizer group TM (p).
So we have the intrinsically defined (stacky) normal cone CM onM , embedded
into NM . But the latter is a (stacky) vector space fibration, which is not necessarily
locally free. So the lacking piece of data is an embedding of NM into a vector
bundle. We enlarge our notion of vector bundles to allow stack quotients E =
[E1/E0], where E0 → E1 is a linear map of vector bundles onM . Ad hoc, we define
a map f : NM ⊂ E to be something induced by a commutative square
(1.3)
TM |V
✲ NM/V
E0
f 0
❄
✲ E1
f 1
❄
and to count as an embedding, the map f 1 should take distinct TM |V -orbits in
NM/V to distinct E
0-orbits in E1, i.e. the induced map on cokernels should be a
monomorphism. Furthermore we require that the induced map on kernels should
be an isomorphism, so that stabilizer groups in NM and in E agree.
In summary, we want to equip the scheme M with a (stacky) vector bundle E
and an embedding NM ⊂ E of the intrinsic normal space. Then we define the
virtual fundamental class [M]vir as the intersection of the cone CM ⊂ E with the
zero section in E. (This does make sense on stacks [10].)
1.3. Obstruction theory. Obstruction theory is a systematic answer to the prob-
lem of extending a morphism f : T → M to an infinitesimal thickening T ⊂ T ,
where the ideal I ⊂ OT of T has square zero. We may and will assume that T
and T are affine. To each such situation, there is a canonical obstruction class [2,
Section 4]
ω ∈ Ext1T (f
∗LM ,I )
whose vanishing is equivalent to the existence of a morphism f : T →M extending
T . Moreover, when ω = 0, the set of such extensions f form in a natural way a
torsor under HomT (f
∗LM ,I ). These statements, if unfamiliar to the reader, may
be taken on trust for the purposes of this text.
Obstruction theory is connected with the construction of virtual fundamental
classes as follows: diagram (1.3) is obtained by applying SpecSym(−) to the dual
diagram of coherent sheaves
ΩM |V
✛ I /I 2
E
0
φ0
✻
✛ E −1
φ−1
✻
i.e. a morphism of complexes
φ : E → LM
(to be precise, this happens in the derived category, so quasi-isomorphisms are
inverted).
Theorem 1.1 (Behrend–Fantechi [2]). Let E be a complex of locally free sheaves con-
centrated in nonpositive degrees and let φ : E → LM be a morphism (in the derived
category). Then the following are equivalent:
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(i) For each deformation situation T ⊂ T , f : T →M , there is a morphism f : T →
M extending f if and only if
φ∗(ω) ∈ Ext1T (f
∗E ,I )
vanishes; furthermore when φ∗(ω) = 0, the set of such extensions f form a
torsor under HomT (f
∗E ,I ).
(ii) The morphism φ induces an isomorphism in degree 0 and an epimorphism in
degree −1.
The condition that f in Diagram (1.3) induces an isomorphism on kernels and
a monomorphism on cokernels translates precisely to the condition on φ in (ii) in
the theorem. Thus an embedding NM ⊂ E is equivalent to an obstruction theory
of a particular kind:
Definition 1.2 (Behrend–Fantechi [2]). A perfect obstruction theory on M is a two
term complex of locally free sheaves E together with a morphism φ : E → LM ,
such that φ induces an isomorphism in degree 0 and an epimorphism in degree
−1.
The point is, of course, that our moduli spaceM , or rather the subspaceM(L ) ⊂
M of sheaves with fixed determinant line bundle L , carries a natural perfect ob-
struction theory. To construct the obstruction theory, we assume the rank r is
nonzero, and consider the trace map
tr : H om(F ,F )→ OX×M
(do this in the derived category, so H om means derived H om; if F is locally free
it doesn’t matter, of course). Let FT be the sheaf on T ×X obtained by pulling back
the universal family F along f : T →M(L ). To extend f to T is the same as to
extend FT to a T -flat family on T ×X with constant determinant. The trace map
induces
tri : Exti(FT ,FT ⊗OT I )→H
i(I ).
We will use a subscript 0 on H om and Exti to indicate the kernels of tr and tri . By
reasonably elementary arguments (see e.g. Thomas [19]), the existence of such an
extension is equivalent to the vanishing of a certain class
(1.4) ω ∈ Ext20(FT ,FT ⊗OT I ).
Moreover, when ω = 0, the set of extensions of FT form a torsor under
(1.5) Ext10(FT ,FT ⊗OT I ).
This elementary obstruction theory can be lifted to a Behrend–Fantechi type the-
ory, and for this step we will be brief: the diagonal map OX×M → H om(F ,F )
composed with the trace map is multiplication by the rank r, hence there is a
splitting
(1.6) H om(F ,F ) =H om0(F ,F )⊕OX×M .
There is a natural morphism (essentially the Atiyah class of F [7])
(1.7) φ : E = (p2∗H om0(F ,F ))
∨[−1]→ LM
(again, derived functors), whose restriction to M(L ) is a perfect obstruction the-
ory. In fact, there are OT -linear isomorphisms
Exti(FT ,FT ⊗OT I )  Ext
i−1(f ∗E ,I )
such that the obstruction class in (1.4) agrees with the one in Theorem 1.1 (i), and
the torsor structures are the same [7, Theorem 4.1].
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If we used the full H om instead of the trace free H om0 in (1.7), the complex
E would be too big in two ways: firstly, it would not be concentrated in degrees
[−1,0]; secondly and more seriously, even if we truncate it, it would contain a
trivial summand by (1.6), causing the virtual fundamental class to be zero (just
as, in our toy model in Section 1.2, the top Chern class of a vector bundle with a
trivial summand is zero). This is why we are led to fixing the determinant, as the
trace free part of H om(F ,F ) is precisely what controls the deformation theory
for sheaves with fixed determinant.
Definition 1.3 (Thomas [19], Huybrechts–Thomas [7]). The Donaldson–Thomas
invariant DT(M(L )) ofM(L ) is the degree of the virtual fundamental class [M(L )]vir
associated to the canonical perfect obstruction theory (1.7).
The Donaldson–Thomas invariant does fulfill our two requirements from Sec-
tion 1.1. Firstly, if M(L ) happens to be finite and reduced, and somewhat more
generally: finite and a complete intersection, then the truncated cotangent com-
plex is itself a perfect obstruction theory, and the associated virtual fundamental
class is the usual fundamental class, hence its degree is the length of M(L ) as a
finite scheme. Secondly, the obstruction theory we have sketched above general-
izes to the relative situation of a moduli spaceM → S for sheaves on the fibres of a
family X → S of Calabi–Yau threefolds. The relative obstruction theory gives rise
to a virtual fundamental class on the whole family, which restricts to the fibrewise
virtual fundamental class. Consequently, the degree of the virtual fundamental
class is constant among the fibres.
1.4. Behrend’s weighted Euler characteristic. A priori, the Donaldson–Thomas
invariant defined above may depend on the choice of obstruction theory onM(L ).
But in fact, the invariant can be rephrased entirely in terms of the intrinsic geom-
etry of M(L ): the decisive property of the obstruction theory (1.7) is that it is
not only of virtual dimension 0, but it is symmetric [3, Definition 1.10]. Roughly
speaking, symmetry is a refinement of the property that
Ext1(Fp ,Fp) and Ext
2(Fp ,Fp)
are Serre dual (and so are the trace free versions).
Now, for any scheme Y , Behrend defines an integral invariant
ν : Y →Z
with the properties (among others) that ν(p) only depends on an e´tale neighbour-
hood of p ∈ Y , at smooth points ν = 1, and ν−1(n) is a constructible subset for all
n ∈Z.
Theorem 1.4 (Behrend [1]). If Y is a compact scheme with a perfect symmetric ob-
struction theory, then the degree of the associated virtual fundamental class equals the
ν-weighted Euler characteristic
χ˜(Y ) =
∑
n∈Z
nχ(ν−1(n)).
The theorem has at least three important consequences: Firstly, as promised,
the Donaldson–Thomas invariant is an intrinsic invariant ofM(L ). Secondly, the
weighted Euler characteristic is directly accessible for computation in examples
[3]. But deformation invariance does not follow from the weighted Euler charac-
teristic formulation; this is a consequence of the virtual fundamental class ma-
chinery. So, for instance, in the presence of strictly semi-stable sheaves, one might
attempt to define generalized Donaldson–Thomas invariants as the weighted Eu-
ler characteristic of either the non-compact moduli spaceM(L ) or the compacti-
fied moduli spaceM(L ) for semi-stable sheaves, but these numbers would not be
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deformation invariant. Still, and this is the third consequence, Behrend’s weighted
Euler characteristic is the starting point for Joyce–Song’s [8] correct (i.e. defor-
mation invariant) and somewhat mysterious way of counting strictly semi-stable
sheaves (see also Kontsevich–Soibelman [9]). In a nontrivial manner, these gen-
eralized Donaldson–Thomas invariants take into account all ways of putting to-
gether stable (Jordan–Ho¨lder) factors to form semi-stable sheaves as iterated ex-
tensions. At present, this theory only covers the situation where H1(OX ) = 0, so
that line bundles do not deform.
2. Abelian threefolds
Let X be an abelian threefold. The theory outlined in the first part of this text
applies, but almost always results in vanishing Donaldson–Thomas invariants. We
will investigate why this is so, and how the setup can be adjusted to give nontrivial
invariants.
The Chern character of the sheaves parametrized byM will be written
(2.1) ch = r + c1 +γ +χ
where r and χ are integers, c1 is a divisor class and γ is a curve class.
2.1. Determinants. Let us apply Behrend’s weighted Euler characteristic to see,
in concrete terms, why the Donaldson–Thomas invariant of the full moduli space
M is zero. Afterwards, we shall see that restricting toM(L ) does not help.
Assume the rank r is nonzero. Let δ : M → Picc1 (X)  X̂ be the morphism that
sends a sheafFp to its determinant line bundle det(Fp). Then δ is surjective, in fact
all fibresM(L ) = δ−1(L ) are isomorphic. This can be seen by letting X̂ = Pic0(X)
act onM by twist:
X̂ ×M→M, (ξ,F ) 7→F ⊗Pξ
where we write Pξ for the invertible sheaf corresponding to ξ ∈ X̂. Since
det(F ⊗Pξ ) = det(F )⊗Prξ ,
it follows that every orbit in M surjects onto Picc1 (X), and every fibre of δ can be
moved to any other fibre by the action of some element ξ ∈ X̂.
The topological Euler characteristic of M thus equals the product of the Euler
characteristics of a fibre M(L ) and the base X̂, but the latter has Euler charac-
teristic zero. Thus χ(M) = 0. Via a stratification, the same argument works for
Behrend’s weighted Euler characteristic: write M =
⋃
nMn where Mn ⊂ M is the
constructible subset ν−1(n). EachMn is invariant under the X̂-action, so for all n,
χ(Mn) equals the product of the Euler characteristic of a fibreMn∩M(L ) and the
base X̂, hence is zero. Thus
χ˜(M) =
∑
n
nχ(Mn) = 0.
This argument applies to any, not necessarily abelian, X. But in the abelian
case, the weighted Euler characteristic ofM(L ) is usually zero, too. We look at an
example before handling the general situation.
Example 2.1. Let Hilbn(X) be the Hilbert scheme of finite subschemes Z ⊂ X of
length n. By associating with Z its ideal IZ , we view the Hilbert scheme as a
moduli space for rank 1 sheaves. These sheaves may be deformed either by moving
Z around, or by twisting with invertible sheaves in Pic0(X), so the full moduli
space isM = X̂ ×Hilbn(X), first projection is the determinant mapM→ X̂, and
M(OX ) = Hilb
n(X)
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is a moduli space for rank 1 sheaves with fixed determinant OX . Writing
∑
Z for
the sum under the group law on X, of the zero cycle underlying Z , we find a
second fibration:
(2.2) Hilbn(X)→ X, Z 7→
∑
Z
By translation with elements x ∈ X, any fibre can be moved to any other fibre, so
that by repeating the argument above, we conclude that Behrend’s weighted Euler
characteristic of Hilbn(X) is zero.
The “second fibration” (2.2) on the Hilbert scheme generalizes as follows: let
δ̂ : M→ X be the morphism that takes a sheaf F to the determinant of its Fourier–
Mukai transform F̂ (we should warn the reader that in the literature, the notation
F̂ is usually reserved for WIT-sheaves [14, Definition 2.3]; our F may well be a
complex). The invertible sheaf det(F̂ ) will be called the codeterminant of F . It
belongs to some component of Pic(X̂), which we identify with Pic0(X̂) = X. In gen-
eral, there is no relation between the determinant and the codeterminant. More
precisely, let X × X̂ act onM by translation and twist:
(X × X̂)×M→M, (x,ξ ;F ) 7→ T ∗−xF ⊗Pξ
Write φc1 : X → X̂ for the homomorphism x 7→ OX (T
∗
xD − D), for any divisor D
representing c1. Via Poincare´ duality, the curve class γ in (2.1) corresponds to a
divisor class on X̂ [15, Proposition 1.17]; we shall write ψγ : X̂ → X̂ = X for the
associated homomorphism. With this notation, the action of X×X̂ on a fixed sheaf
F ∈M , composed with the determinant/codeterminant (δ̂,δ) : M→ X×X̂ is easily
computed [5, Proposition 2.2]: it is
(2.3)
(
χ −ψγ
−φc1 r
)
∈ End(X × X̂).
Thus the condition that the rank r is nonzero, that we used to ensure that δ was
a fibration, is now replaced by the condition that this matrix is an isogeny. Then
X × X̂-orbits in M surjects onto X × X̂ via (δ̂,δ), all fibres are isomorphic and the
weighted Euler characteristic is zero. Fixing just one determinant does not help:
we need to fix both to obtain a nontrivial invariant.
Our object is thus the fibreM(L ′ ,L ) ⊂M of (δ̂,δ), parametrizing sheaves with
determinantL and codeterminantL ′. Examples indicate that its weighted Euler
characteristic is nonzero in general, so there are no further fibrations, which is a
good thing, since we have run out of group actions onM .
Proposition 2.2. Suppose X has Picard number 1. Then the matrix (2.3) is an isogeny
if and only if
3rχ , c1γ.
See [5, Lemma 2.3] for a statement without the Picard number restriction, and
proof.
The proposition shows that our isogeny condition is satisfied for almost all
choices of Chern classes. If the condition does fail, as it does for instance for
rank 2 vector bundles F with c1(F ) = 0, we may replace F with F (H) and try
again. One can show [5, Proposition 3.5] that by such tricks (to be made precise in
2.2), the inequality 3rχ , c1γ can always be forced to hold, with the sole exception
of Mukai’s semi-homogeneous sheaves, whose moduli spaces are fully understood
anyway [13].
This observation points to an arbitrariness in the definition of the determi-
nant/codeterminant map, which changes when F is replaced by F (H), since
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the Fourier–Mukai transform does not preserve tensor product. We will fix this
arbitrariness in Section 2.2. This can be contrasted with the situation for abelian
surfaces [20], where the determinant/codeterminant pair is just the Albanese map
of the moduli spaceM , and hence is entirely intrinsic. For abelian threefolds, the
moduli spaceM is not, in general, fibred over its Albanese:
Example 2.3. Let C ⊂ X be a non hyperelliptic genus 3 curve, embedded into its
Jacobian by an Abel-Jacobi map. Any deformation of C is a translate Tx(C) by
some point x ∈ X, and in fact the Hilbert scheme component containing C is iso-
morphic to X [11]. Now consider the Hilbert scheme componentH parametrizing
translations of C together with a possibly embedded point. As in Example 2.1, H
can be viewed as a moduli space for rank 1 sheaves with fixed determinant. There
is a map
H→ X2
sending a point Tx(C)∪ y in H to the pair (x,y). This is clearly the Albanese map,
and it is generically bijective. However, the fibre over a pair (x,y) for which y ∈
Tx(C), consists of all embedded points in Tx(C) supported at y, hence is a P
1. In
particular, the Albanese fibres of H are not isomorphic.
2.2. Translation and twist. We assume that thematrix (2.3) is an isogeny through-
out this section.
The fibresM(L ′ ,L ) of (δ̂,δ) intersect each X × X̂-orbit in finitely many points.
The canonical object lurking here is the quotient space
K =M/X × X̂ =M(L ′ ,L )/G
(which we consider as a Deligne–Mumford stack), where G is the (finite) kernel
of the isogeny (2.3). The point is that the “tricks” we alluded to above, such as
twisting with a divisor, preserves the X×X̂-action onM , so that K does not change.
More generally, suppose Y is a second abelian threefold and there exists a derived
equivalence F : D(X) ∼→ D(Y ). Then we may equally well consider M as a moduli
space for sheaves F on X or as a moduli space for F(F ) on Y (this may be a
complex, and not a sheaf, and for this reason we work with complexes from the
start in [5]). Orlov shows that there is an induced isomorphism X × X̂  Y × Ŷ
such that the two actions on M are compatible [16, Corollary 2.13], so M/X ×
X̂  M/Y × Ŷ . In this sense, the space K is invariant under derived equivalence,
althoughM(L ′ ,L ) is not.
Although weighted Euler characteristics of M(L ′ ,L ) and K make sense, it is
not clear that they are of interest (in particular, whether they are invariant under
deformation of X) unless there is an underlying perfect obstruction theory.
Theorem 2.4. There is a perfect symmetric obstruction theory onM(L ′ ,L ).
Proof. We sketch the main points; the details can be found in [5]. Consider the
problem of extending f : T →M(L ′ ,L ) over T ⊂ T . The trace map on X̂ ×M ,
t̂r : H om(F̂ ,F̂ )→ OX̂×M
together with the Fourier–Mukai-induced isomorphism
(2.4) p2∗H om(F ,F )  p2∗H om(F̂ ,F̂ )
(in the derived category) give new trace maps
t̂r
i
: Exti(FT ,FT ⊗OT I )→H
i(I ).
Switching back and forth between X and X̂ we thus see that the obstruction class
ω for extending f to T is a class in ker(tr2) ∩ ker(t̂r
2
), and when ω = 0, the set
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of such extensions, with fixed determinant and codeterminant, is a torsor under
ker(tr1)∩ker(t̂r
1
).
Again the setup can be lifted to a Behrend–Fantechi obstruction theory: the two
trace maps taken together and pushed down toM
(2.5) p2∗H om(F ,F )→ p2∗OX̂×M ⊕ p2∗OX×M
(derived functors) is a split epimorphism in degrees 1 and 2: in fact, the two diag-
onal maps
OX×M →H om(F ,F )
OX̂×M →H om(F̂ ,F̂ )
give, via (2.4), a map
(2.6) p2∗OX̂×M ⊕ p2∗OX×M → p2∗H om(F ,F ).
The composition of (2.6) with (2.5) realizes the splitting: in degree 1, it is an endo-
morphism of H1(OX̂ )⊕H
1(OX ), which is nothing but the derivative of the isogeny
(2.3) at (0,0) ∈ X × X̂, hence an isomorphism. By duality, the degree 2 part is an
isomorphism, too. Thus, writing τ[1,2] for the truncation of a complex to degrees
[1,2], we have produced a splitting
(2.7) τ[1,2]p2∗H om(F ,F ) = E ⊕ τ
[1,2]
(
p2∗OX̂×M ⊕ p2∗OX×M
)
.
The morphism (1.7) induces
φ : E ∨[−1]→ LM
whose restriction to M(L ′ ,L ) is a perfect symmetric (via duality) obstruction
theory. 
The two trivial summands in (2.7) shows, in terms of the virtual fundamental
class machinery, why it is not enough to fix one determinant, as this kills just one
of the summands.
Instead of worrying about whether the obstruction theory on M(L ′ ,L ) de-
scends to K , we define the Donaldson–Thomas invariant directly:
Definition 2.5. Assume (2.3) is an isogeny, and let G be its (finite) kernel. Then
the Donaldson–Thomas invariant of K is
DT(K) =
1
|G|
deg[M(L ′ ,L )]vir.
Theorem 2.4 generalizes to the relative situation, so that deformation invari-
ance for the virtual fundamental class of M(L ′ ,L ) holds. Since the kernel G of
the isogeny (2.3) has constant order in families, the Donaldson–Thomas invariant
DT(K) is invariant under deformations of X. Moreover, it agrees with Behrend’s
weighted Euler characteristic, hence is an intrinsic invariant of K .
Example 2.6. We return to the Hilbert scheme of points in Example 2.1. The
summation map Hilbn(X) → X agrees, up to sign, with the codeterminant map
(use that, modulo short exact sequences, OZ is equivalent to a sum of skyscrapers
k(z), with z ∈ Z repeated according to multiplicity, and k̂(z) =Pz).
The moduli spaceM(OX̂ ,OX ) for ideals with trivial determinant and codetermi-
nant, is thus nothing but the locus
Kn(X) = {Z ∈Hilbn(X)
∑
Z = 0} .
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(For abelian surfaces X, this locus Kn(X) is the generalized Kummer variety of
Beauville.) The kernel G of the isogeny (2.3) is in this case the group of n-torsion
points Xn ⊂ X in X × X̂, so
K = Kn(X)/Xn.
Behrend–Fantechi [3] found that Behrend’s weighted Euler characteristic of the
Hilbert scheme of n points on any threefold agrees, up to sign, with the usual
Euler characteristic. Their argument can be adapted to Kn(X), showing that its
weighted Euler characteristic is (−1)n+1χ(Kn(X)), and so
DT (K) =
1
|Xn|
χ˜(Kn(X)) =
(−1)n+1
n6
χ(Kn(X)).
See [5, Section 4.2] for a conjectural explicit formula for the Euler characteristic of
Kn(X).
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